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Fermions without fermi elds
R.C. Ball
∗
Department of Physis, University of Warwik, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK
It is shown that an arbitrary Fermion hopping hamiltonian an be mapped into a system with no
fermion elds, generalising an earlier model by Levin &Wen[1, 2℄. All operators in the hamiltonian of
the resulting desription ommute (rather than antiommute) when ating at dierent sites, despite
the system having exitations obeying Fermi statistis. Whilst extra onserved degrees of freedom
are introdued, they are all loally identied in the representation obtained. The same methods
apply to Majorana (half) fermions, whih for artesian latties mitigate the Fermion Doubling
Problem. The generality of these results suggests that the observation of Fermion exitations in
nature does not demand that antiommuting Fermion elds be fundamental.
As fundamental entities, fermion elds appear in on-
it with the priniple of loality: all fermion reation
and annihilation operators antiommute no matter how
far apart are the points in spae at whih they at
(without restrition by ausal onnetion). This fea-
ture is built into Quantum Field Theory through the
use of antiommuting Grassman elds, and supersym-
metri string theories likewise have expliit antiommut-
ing oordinates. Loality is only preserved in the Physis
by onservation of fermion number, foring the fermion
operators to appear in pairs. In reent years there has
been sustained interest in how partile statistis an be
manipulated[3℄, and understanding the Frational Quan-
tum Hall Eet[4℄ has widenned the appreiation that the
statistis of the elementary exitations of a system need
not simply reet the statistis of its omponents. Thus
we ask whether it is really neessary to put fermion elds
into physis `by hand', or whether they an always be un-
derstood as exitations emerging from quantum systems
built of operators whose ation is stritly loal.
It is well known how fermions relate to hard ore
bosons in one dimension[5℄ and how they an be built
out of bosons in two dimensions with attahed mag-
neti ux[6℄, and that neither approah extends natu-
rally to three dimensions of spae. The present letter
builds on the reent work of Levin & Wen[1, 2℄, who
showed that partiular models of pairwise fermion hop-
ping ould be represented in terms of operators obey-
ing loality, whilst the elementary exitations remained
stritly fermioni. Their mehanism is essentially the re-
verse of how Kitaev[7℄ showed that a partiular hexag-
onal lattie spin model has fermioni exitations. They
showed that their mehanism worked on simple hyperu-
bi latties, in two and three dimensions expliitly, and
interpret it in terms of string-net ondensation[2, 8℄.
Here I show that fermion hopping on an arbitrary
graph an be mapped into the exitations of a Hamilto-
nian devoid of expliit fermioni operators, in whih all
operators ating at dierent sites ommute. The dimen-
sionality of spae whih the graph might approximate is
∗
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irrelevant to the mapping, whih is sensitive only to loal
oordination numbers (presumed nite). This strongly
suggests that quite arbitrary fermion exitation spetra
an be represented, and perhaps understood, as arising
from the exitation of systems whose fundamental oper-
ators obey loality in their ommutation properties.
We start from a generi fermion hopping hamiltonian,
Hhop =
∑
i
c+i Vici +
∑
<ij>
c+i tijcj (1)
where the fermion eld ci has standard antiommutation
properties {ci, cj} =
{
c+i , c
+
j
}
= 0 and
{
c+i , cj
}
= δij ,
the Vi are simple `on-site' potentials (relative to the
fermion hemial potential) and the tij = t
∗
ji are simple
`inter-site' hopping matrix elements. The onnetivity of
the graph (or lattie) is enoded by whih elements tij
are non-zero, but below we will need to expliitly restrit
the sum over links < ij >to those ases. We will also
exploit the gauge invariane of the hamiltonian, that two
models related by t
(2)
jk = t
(1)
jk e
iϑjk
are equivalent (through
adjustment of phase of the ck) provided the relative phase
fators multiply to unity around all losed loops.
We now introdue new operators Sij = −Sji modulat-
ing the hoppings aross eah link, suh that these opera-
tors ommute with eah other and the original fermions,
and with eigenvalues sij = −sji = ±1. The hamiltonian
is then generalised to
Hgauge =
∑
i
c+i Vici −
∑
<ij>
i Sijc
+
i uijcj
+
∑
<ij..z>
gij..z SijSj...S.zSzi. (2)
Here uij = is
0
ijtij so that the rst two terms reover
the hopping hamiltonian (1) for a partiular set of out-
omes s0ij = −s0ji of the operators Sij . We add extra ou-
plings gij..z to (produts round) `Wilson loops' of the Sij
operators; setting gij..z/
(
s0ijs
0
j...s
0
.zs
0
zi
)
suiently nega-
tive ensures that only ombinations of the Sij eigenvalues
whih are gauge transformations of the original hopping
hamiltonian ontribute to the low energy states of the
new hamiltonian. Beause the operators Sij ommute
with eah other and the hamiltonian, they ould be sep-
arately diagonalised to their eigenvalues sij , whih are
2onstants of the motion, and we then reover the original
tight binding hamiltonian (up to gauge symmetry). Thus
the system does still have its original fermion exitations.
The key to obtaining a representation with loality is
now to fatorise eah link operator into a pair of Majo-
rana [half-℄ fermions,
Sjk = imjkmkj
where the Majorana half-fermion operators are Hermi-
tian (for simpliity) and have antiommutation proper-
ties {mjk,mj′,k′} = 2δjj′δkk′ as well as antiommuting
with all the original standard fermion operators ci. We
then assoiate eah new half-fermion with the site of its
rst index, motivating us to rewrite the hopping terms
in the hamiltonian as b+ijtijbji, where
bij = mijci.
Cruially the new operators bij ommute, [bij , bi′j′ ] = 0
and
[
b+ij , bi′j′
]
= 0, when their left (or site) indies
are unequal, i 6= i′. The loop terms an also be ex-
pressed in terms of operators onforming to loality in
this way. Regrouping the fators in eah loop gives us
SijSjkSk...S.zSzi = Bi,zjBj,ikBk,j...Bz,.i where
Bj,ik = imjimjk.
We an nally eliminate all fermioni notation by writing
ni = c
+
i ci and hene express the hamiltonian as
Hgauge =
∑
i
Vini +
∑
<ij>
b+ijuijbji
+
∑
<ij..z>
gij..z Bi,zjBj,i...Bz,.i. (3)
From their denitions it is trivial to hek that any pair
drawn from all the operators ni, bij , b
+
ij , Bi,jk appearing
in the hamiltonian (3) ommute when their rst indies
are distint. As a result we an fator the overall Hilbert
spae (of wavefuntions) on whih they at into a prod-
ut of single site Hilbert spaes, and the only non-trivial
ation of eah operator is within the orresponding single
site Hilbert spae.
We now fous on eah site separately and note how
the required ommutation properties an be expliitly
onstruted. First note that eah Dira fermion an be
split into a pair of hermitian Majorana half-fermions,
2ck = mk0 + imk−1, (4)
in terms of whih nk = (imk0mk−1 + 1) /2. The om-
plete set of operator properties then required on site k
are now just the Majorana antiommutation relations
{mkm, mkn} = 2δmn, −1 ≤ m, n ≤ zk,
where zk is the oordination number of (i.e. number of
links to) site k. These relations are obeyed by standard
(Eulidean) 4 × 4 Dira matries for 2 + zk ≤ 5 and by
their 2s×2s generalisations for 2+zk ≤ 2s+1. It is ruial
that we do not require to represent fermion antiommu-
tation between loal fermion operators on dierent sites,
beause all the terms in the hamiltonian ontain an even
number of fermion fators from eah site. Writing γk(i)
for the k'th Dira matrix ating in the Hilbert spae of
the i'th site, we then have all the operators in the bosoni
hamiltonian (3) expressed in terms of these:
nj =
i
2
γ0(j)γ−1(j) +
1
2
,
bjk =
1
2
γk′ (j) (γ0(j) + i γ−1(j)) ,
Bj,ik = i γi′(j)γk′(j). (5)
Here on site j, 1 ≤ k′(j, k) ≤ zj denotes the loal index
assoiated with its link to site k.
The end result is that all the operators appearing in
the Hamiltonian are expressed in terms of loal matrix
operators, whih in turn are all equivalent to bilinear
ombinations of Dira matries: these might loosely be
termed `spins'. Where the original hopping hamiltonian
had links with expliit fermion hopping, the derived gen-
eralisation of the LW model[1℄ has oupling between the
loal spins. Most importantly, the spin operators for dif-
ferent sites ommute - yet by onstrution the system
still has the original fermioni exitations.
The loop produts of operators Bi,jk an be further
simplied in terms of produts of new operators
Pij = γj′(i,j)(i)γi′(j,i)(j) (6)
in diret index orrespondene with the original op-
erators Sij . These new operators are not equivalent
to the Sij operators: in partiular two operators Pij
antiommute if they have one site index in ommon.
Loality of all operators has been gained at the ex-
pense of enlarging the Hilbert spae. The original hop-
ping hamiltonian (1) ated on a Hilbert spae of dimen-
sion 2N where N is the number of sites, equivalent to
N qbits, one for eah site. To onstrut the generalised
Wen Hamiltonian (3 with 5) we rst added qbits equal
to the number of links, A. However in the nal loal
representation we arried fewer non-ommutations, and
multiplying the dimension of all the loal Hilbert spaes
leads to a dimension equivalent to total qbit ount
C = NE +
1
2
NO +A.
Here NE and NO are the ounts of sites with even and
odd oordination number respetively, the even being less
eiently represented beause the number of antiom-
muting Dira matries is naturally odd.
We should now expet that there are A − 12NO on-
stants of the motion, and these and one more an be
found as follows. First from every link ij, we have the or-
responding Pij ommuting with every term in the hamil-
tonian (3). The result is that arbitrary (produt) strings
3of P operators ommute provided they have no ends in
ommon, inluding losed strings whih have no ends.
Seondly, for every even oordinated site we have her-
mitian Γk = i
(z+2)/2
∏z
j=−1 γj(k) antiommuting with
every γ on that site, and hene ommuting with every
term in the hamiltonian; however Γk antiommutes with
any P -string ending on site k. The maximal ommuting
set of all these operators then appears to be the union of:
(a) all mutually inequivalent losed loop P -strings, equiv-
alent to a minimal set of independent loop terms in the
hamiltonian (3), numbering A−N + 1 ;
(b) the Γk for all even sites, numbering NE ;
() open P -strings ending on odd sites, with no ends
in ommon and inequivalent under produts with losed
loop strings, all of whih enumerate to NO/2 by taking
taking all the odd sites in (arbitrary) disjoint pairs.
All of the above ommute with eah other and with the
Hamiltonian, so we have in total A − 12NO + 1 expliit
onstants of the motion. Eah orresponding operator
has eigenvalues ±1, so its onservation removes one qbit
from the dynamis. The author onjetures that the one
extra onservation law relates to onservation of fermion
number (modulo 2).
Can one exploit the onstants of the motion to redue
the size of the (quantum-mehanially oupled) Hilbert
spae? Trying this with Pij operators indues sues-
sively less loal antiommutation relations, tending to re-
build the original fermioni representation. However we
an eliminate the site-wise loal Γi on even sites, leading
us to a dimension-independent generalisation of what in
one dimension orresponds to the Anisotropi Heisenberg
Model representation of fermions.
Let us fous on some partiular even site i and in the
following drop referene to that index. We an elim-
inate γ−1 = i
(z+2)/2γ0γ1..γzΓ, and then the operators
in the Hamilonian whih ontained γ−1 take the forms
n = − iz/22 γ1..γzΓ + 1/2, bk = 12γk′γ0
(
1− iz/2γ1..γzΓ
)
,
b+k =
1
2γ0γk′
(
1 + iz/2γ1..γzΓ
)
. Then beause Γ still (evi-
dently) ommutes with the hamiltonian we an fous on
the setor with eigenvalue Γ = 1 and make this replae-
ment. Now the only matries appearing are γk, k = 0...z,
and we an take a minimal antiommuting representation
of these[10℄, in terms of whih we obtain n = 12 (1 + γ0),
bk = γk′n, b
+
k = nγk′ = γk′ (1− n) at eah even oordi-
nated site.
For an arbitrary graph of even oordinated sites, we
now have hamiltonian
Heven =
∑
i
Vini +
∑
<ij>
niγj′ (i)uijγi′(j)nj
+
∑
<ij..z>
gij..z PijPj...P.zPzi, (7)
and the expliit form for the Pij remains as per eqs.
(6), exept that the dimension of the loal Dira ma-
tries has been halved. It is now partiularly lear how
the hopping terms onserve fermion numbers, and in-
deed one an further show that niγj′(i)uijγi′(j)nj =
ni (1− nj) γj′ (i)uijγi′(j) (1− ni)nj making the inter-
onnetion between oupation numbers 1j0i and 0j1i
totally expliit. The loop terms are also partile on-
serving and eah Pij fator an be reorganised in similar
manner. If one speialises to z = 2 orresponding to a
one dimensional hain of sites, the Dira matries redue
to Pauli matries and the rst two terms of the hamilto-
nian are exatly equivalent to the Anisotropi Heisenberg
spin hain[9℄, well known to represent fermions in one di-
mension. The periodi ase has one loop term, but this
redues to a xed salar. It is gratifying that suh a long-
known fermion hamiltonian turns out to have natural
extension to arbitrary dimensions and even to arbitrary
graphs (of even oordination number).
All of our analysis an be generalised to the ase where
we start from hopping of an arbitrary number h of half-
fermions on eah site. Hitherto we started from one stan-
dard fermion per site in the fermion hopping hamiltonian
(1) and split that into two half fermions (4), h = 2. In
the general ase any natural number h is allowed, with
the onsite potentials and hopping matrix elements mak-
ing arbitrary (hermitian) mixings amongst the h ompo-
nents. For h = 1 there are no on-site potential terms,
and hermitiity restrits the hopping matrix elements to
be pure real, uij = u
′
ij , giving us
Hhop,1 = i
∑
<ij>
u′ijm0im0j . (8)
The standard fermion ase disussed ealier is h = 2, and
it redues to the sum of two (ommuting) h = 1 hamil-
tonians if the onsite potential terms are zero and the uij
are all pure real (to within a gauge transformation). The
ase h = 3 ommands interest for partile physis.
The disussion of onservation laws and redution of
Hilbert spae generalises quite trivially, with the under-
standing that even and odd sites are identied by whether
h+ z is even or odd. Partiularly simple spin models are
obtained from h = 1, where the loal operators bij are
hermitian and an be diretly represented as single lo-
al Dira matries γj(i) (rather than bilinear produts)
requiring only zi Dira matries at eah site, and with
Bi,jk ∝ iγj(i)γk(i). Quite general Majorana fermion
hopping hamiltonians an therefore emerge from the ex-
itations of models built out of simple loal spin opera-
tors. The gauge symmetry hanges naturally with h. For
h = 1 we have only Z2 (sign hanges), orresponding to
the transformations exploited in the `KLW trik' of intro-
duing the S operators, and for h = 2 we already noted
U(1) = O(2) gauge symmetry. For h = 3 we would have
gauge symmetry O(3) if the onsite terms are suiently
symmetri, but quite arbitrary mixing of omponents al-
lowed in the onsite terms of the hamiltonian would in
general redue the gauge symmetry to O(2).
The simple (hyper-)ubi latties are of speial interest
as a soure of insight into the ontinuum limit, and parti-
le physis interest fouses partiularly on the ase where
the fermion exitations are (almost) massless. The spe-
ial ase of the main analysis above previously presented
4by Levin and Wen, whih was for simple square and u-
bi latties with h = 2, falls into this ategory. However
that work also suered from the standard `Fermion Dou-
bling Problem' of lattie fermion models[11℄, yielding 2d
massless fermions in d dimensions.
Starting from a single half-fermion (h = 1) hopping
model halves the Fermion Doubling to give just 2d−1
massless fermions in d dimensions. From the point of
view of the spin models, this is just as natural a starting
point as h = 2. For simpliity we present the alula-
tion in one dimension, whih sues to demonstrate the
novelty, as the elaboration to higher dimensions simply
follows in the same manner as Levin & Wen[1, 2℄. A
simplest one dimensional Majorana hopping hamiltonian
is
H1 = −iu′
∑
n
mnmn+1
and imposing periodi boundary onditions for suh a
system of N sites results in a spetrum of standard mass-
less fermions,
H1 = 2u
′
pi∑
k=0
(
2 c˜+k c˜k − 1
)
sin k.
Here the wavevetors span half the rst Brillouin zone
of the lattie, k = n2π/N , n = 1 to N/2, the fermion
operators are given by c˜k = 1/
√
2N
∑
n e
−iknmn and
the negative wavevetor Fourier omponents give their
onjugates. These c˜k are standard full fermion operators,
in partiular obeying
{
c˜+k , c˜l
}
= δkl.
The above is in eet a staggered fermion[12℄ solution
to the Fermion Doubling Problem[11℄. The full fermions
obtained by halving the Brillouin zone an be mapped
onto one full fermion per two original sites, but these
are non-loally related to the original half fermions. For
example assoiating the full fermions with even sites gives
c2n =
√
2
N
pi∑
k=0
eik2nc˜k =
m2n
2
+
i
π
∑
q
m2n+(2q+1)
2q + 1
.
This parallels another solution to the Fermion Doubling
Problem, in whih highly non-loal hopping with am-
plitudes similar to the above is used to fore a better
spetral approximation to the ontinuum[13℄. Here we
have loal hopping for the Majorana partiles and the
non-loal amplitudes enoded in how they map onto on-
served full fermions. We are not fored to work with
these non-loal realtionships expliitly, even in the tight
binding hamiltonian, beause we an always make full
fermions more loally, for example out of adjaent pairs
of half fermions; the prie of doing this is that in terms
of the latter the hamiltonian then ontains pair reation
and annihilation terms.
One an introdue mass without doubling the spe-
trum, simply by modulating the bond strengths
u′n,n+1 →
√
u′2 + ǫ2 + ǫ(−1)n to open up an energy
gap at E = 0 (orresponding to k = 0, π). One
then nds dispersion relationE(k) = ±4
√
u′2 sin2 k + ǫ2
with two states at eah wavevetor over the quar-
ter Brilliouin zone 0 ≤ k < π/2. Adding more
artesian dimensions with suitably frustrated signs to
the ouplings leads (as per Levin and Wen[1, 2℄ for
the full fermion ase) to the natural generalisations
in higher dimensions, for example E(kx, ky, kz) =
±4
√
u′2x sin
2 kx + u′2y sin
2 ky + u′2z sin
2 kz + ǫ2 in three di-
mensions. Eah inrease in dimension generates a dou-
bling of the spetrum, to two speies or a two omponent
fermion in d = 2, and a four omponent fermion in d = 3,
mathing standard free fermion elds.
In overall summary, we an now onstrut hamilto-
nians in terms of stritly loal operators (in the sense
of their ommutation relations) whose exitations orre-
spond to fermion hopping on whatever graph is desired.
If one aepts inter-site hopping as an approximation to
ontinuum partile dynamis, then this means that al-
most any fermion problem an be onstruted out of the
exitations of what might loosely have been desribed as
a Bose system.
The method has been presented for free (non-
interating) fermion systems. However it is trivially gen-
eralisable to the ase of an arbitrary interation, provided
this is a funtion of the state number operators (or other
bilinear ombinations of loal fermion variables). In par-
tiular Coulomb interations between dierent sites are
allowed, as are Hubbard interations. Modifying hopping
aording to oupation numbers, as in t − J model, is
also readily inorporated.
The omplete and relatively loal enumeration of all
the onstants of the motion may have onsequenes for
string-net ondensate interpretations[2, 8℄. By introdu-
ing terms in the Hamiltonian oupled to all the onserved
quantities, we are free to remove all the degeneray of
even the gauge-equivalent ombinations of S link opera-
tors introdued in eq. (2) from low energy states, in as
many ways as the degeneray introdued. If string-net
ondensate states survive this splitting, they have to be
orrespondingly degenerate to start with.
The `spin' hamiltonians onstruted to give exatly
the speied fermions are somewhat umbersome. Are
there simpler loal spin hamiltonians whih still give
fermion exitations? The generalised Anisotropi Heisen-
berg hamiltonian is one ase in point: setting the onsite
terms to zero and removing the number operator fators
from the hopping terms turns out to give the same as
starting from a Majorana hopping hamiltonian (8). Also,
we ould by deliberate onstrution build hamiltonians
whih are supersymmetri in their exitation spetrum,
just by adding in the desired bosons. Are there variations
on the theme whih are more naturally supersymmetri?
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